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This report is a documentation of the work laid down in our master thesis in 
Architecture at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU)
spring/summer 2011.
We have approached the conflict concerning the shut down factory Odda 
Smelteverk in Hardanger, Norway. In interaction with the local community a 
project has been developed and carried through on the factory site, taking 
measures to transcend the conflict and suggesting feasible modes for future 
actions.
This book is the minutes of the reflections made on the way, the inspiration 
that kept us going and the actual outcome on the ground in Odda.
We will use the opportunity to thank all the people we met in Odda making 
it posssible for us to use the reality as our curriculum. Special thanks are 
directed towards Tor Henrik Mannsåker for understanding the architectural 
approach, Nina Kongtorp for an open attitude and motherly concern, Hilde 
Gjester Hoel for asking the challenging questions, the Opp Odda group 
for great cooperation and Egil and Einar for being sporty and driving big 
machines. We wish to give a big thanks to all the participating students from 
Odda Videregåande skule, especially Kim Andre Grøsland, Silje Iren Helges-
en and Elise Marie Vestrheim for photographic documentation invalueable for 
this report. 
Lastly we wish to thank our supervisors at NTNU Bjørn Otto Braaten and 
Hans Skotte. 
Martin Bergsmark Vodde and Styrkaar Hustveit
Trondheim, 15.09.2011
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 27INTRODUCTION
Above: “Bath in Odda”, project by 
Styrkaar Hustveit in AAR 4551
Pages 6-23: Photos from Odda Smelt-
everk, March 2011
28 INTRODUCTION
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W13:  Trip to Odda, meeting key stakeholders announcing 
 our arrival and intentions.
W15:  Submission preliminary work.
W16:  Easter holiday.
W19:  Leaving for Odda. 
 Meeting with municipality, idea of workshop surfaces.
W20: Meeting the high school. Collaboration on workshop is proposed.  
 Meeting with municipality. We get responsibility for workshop.  
 Stand at the grocery store.
W21:  First chronicle in Hardanger Folkeblad.
W21:  Meeting Johan Galtung and the Sabona group at Gardermoen.
W22:  Formalization of cooperation between municipality and the   
 high school.
W22-23:  Organizing workshop, drawing project, getting materials.
W24:  Ground work starts at site.
 Meeting “foremen” for site inspection.
 Day on urban development at the high school.
 The working bee 
W25:  Afterwork.
W26:  Second chronicle in Hardanger Folkeblad.
W27-28: Employment Odda municipality. 
 Last afterwork.
 Project draft, ice skating rink.
 Vernissage, Evening Works. Departure Odda. 
W29-30: Vacation.
W31-36: Arrival Trondheim. Writing about it.
Timeline
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ODDA’S INDUSTRIAL HISTORy
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Page 31-32: Overview over Odda 
Smelteverk 195x
Photo: NVIM archive
Odda
Sandvinvatnet
Eitrheimsneset
Tyssedal
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 37ODDA’S INDUSTRIAL HISTORy
Worker at the smelting plant 
Photo: NVIM archive
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Page 36-37: Debris found in the 
outskirts of Odda Smelteverk
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42 MAKING THE CASE
Final bill of preservation 1:10000 
(buildings marked in colour are 
preserved) 
Opposite: Timeline over the develop-
ment of the conflict.
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2003, December: production equipment 
from the dicyanamide line is being 
dismantled and shipped to Dawukou, 
China. 
2003, 17. December: main 
structures in the production 
lines for carbide are temporar-
ily preserved by the County 
Directorate for Cultural 
Heritage.
2004, 11. February: The State 
Directorate for Cultural Heritage 
supports the decision of 17. 
december after it has been 
objected by the bankrupt´s estate 
manager.
2007, 23. August: A group of local 
investors buy most of the buildings and 
land on the factory site and form the 
company Smelteverket Næringsut-
vikling (SNU).
2007: A referendum was held in Odda whether or not to aim 
for UNESCO World Heritage status. The majority voted no. 
In spite of this, the municipality would later (2009) agree on 
becoming one of the nominees on Norway´s tentative World 
Heritage list. 
2007, 5. December: Odda municipality grants SNU 
permission to tear down various structures on the site.
2007, 13. December: the Directorate for 
Cultural Heritage commence work on what 
is to become the ﬁnal bill of preservation.
2008, 30. October: Odda municipal-
ity come up with a development 
plan for the site, assuming the 
tearing down of parts of the 
cyanamide production building and 
a new state highway through the 
site. 
2009, 19. June: Odda Smelteverk 
together with Tyssedal, Rjukan 
and Notodden are placed on 
Norway´s tentative list for 
UNESCO World Heritage status.
2009, 25. May: SNU gets permis-
sion from Odda Municipality to tear 
down Ovn 1 and Ovn 2.
2010, 21. December: The State Directorate for 
Cultural Heritage recommends that Odda is 
withdrawn from the tentative World Heritage 
list due to lack of support locally.
2011, 31. March: The ﬁnal decision for preservation is 
announced by the state Directorate of Cultural Heritage, 
and Odda are put on the tentative World Heritage list
2011, 11. May: SNU objects the decision of 31. march.
2011, 15. June: SNU gets dispensation from Odda 
municipality to tear down lime furnaces and coke driers, 
objects designated for preservation in the municipal 
development plan from 2008.
2011, 4. July: Hordaland County Adminis-
tration objects the dispensation given 15. 
june.
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The camper parked outside the cyna-
mide production hall.
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The Norwegian philosopher Hans Skjervheim 
(1926–99) took a clear stand in the scientific 
debate over positivism that was prominent in 
the 50`s and 60`s. In general terms Skjervhe-
im opposed a trend to see humans and their 
society as a science like an all-embracing 
psychology or sociology would do. In Nor-
way this is referred to as the conflict over 
positivism. He explains the terms; participant 
and spectator, in his essay by the same 
name from 1957: 
[There is] (…) a distinction between partic-
ipation, to let oneself be engaged, and to as-
certain, or to objectify. If you treat what the 
other says as a fact, you are placing yourself 
on the outside of the theme and become a 
stranger in regard to it. If you objectify your 
surrounding world, the others and the soci-
ety, you are placing yourself on the outside 
of them and they will appear as estranged, 
the estranged is exactly what one does not 
participate in, or is capable of taking part in. 
Participant and spectator
MAKING THE CASE
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Looking at things in this perspective - the 
society and other people will appear as de-
termined, as following unbreakable “laws of 
nature”.  When things appear like this, they 
are a function of your lack of participation, 
because from the participant`s point of view 
– everything is not determined, for he is part 
of deciding the events, determining them. 
(Skjervheim 1996, 80) 
He exemplifies this by putting up a phrase 
from a conversation: “The cost of living will 
rise”, says one. I can respond in two very 
different ways to what he is saying. On the 
one hand I could direct my attention to the 
case that is addressed. This means that I 
am participating, or letting myself engage in 
his problem. This gives a three-part relation-
ship between the other, the case and me, 
in which we share the case with eachother. 
But I can also respond by not engaging in 
his problem, just ascertaining the fact that 
he is relating to the case. We have then a 
two-part relationship between me and my 
case. My case then, is the other in relation 
to his case, a fact. This is the spectator’s 
point of view.
In our discussions on Odda we have fre-
quently returned to these terms; participant 
or spectator.  In our efforts we have been 
striving to reach a level of participation, thus 
being able to determine a different course of 
action for Odda Smelteverk. When we first 
arrived in Odda we had already decided to 
do some actions that would establish us as 
participants in the society. Firstly we made 
a commitment to stay for a longer period of 
time, for as long as it would take, we started 
to say. Secondly we wrote a chronicle to the 
newspaper explaining the reasons we had 
for being there and describing our views on 
the case of Odda Smelteverk. In the time 
to come, in every conversation we had with 
various people proclaiming different opin-
ions and suggestions for solving the case, 
we tried to stay in a participant`s position 
relating to the case together with them. 
During our stay we kept an open door, both 
to our office and the camper we were living 
in, always prepared to make a pot of coffee 
and have a conversation. We believe that 
choosing to be participants has been crucial 
for the successful output we got in the end. 
Lastly we quote Skjervheim again, this time 
on the notion of what engagement means:
Let us take a look at what “engagement” 
means. It is not a property that we some-
times have and sometimes do not have, 
neither is it a feeling. It is not an activity 
that we sometimes pick up and other times 
leave on the ground. We cannot choose to 
be engaged, because we are in the world, 
hence already engaged, in something.  
Engagement is a primary structure in the hu-
man condition; it belongs to what Heidegger 
would call the humans “Geworfenheit”. 
What we can choose is what we want to 
engage in, or we can let others choose 
for us, it could be the anonymous “they”, 
common sense, tradition, other people or 
“la conscience collective”. The first thing to 
be chosen is to make your own choices. 
(Skjervheim 1996, 81)
Participant Spectator
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Opposite: Meeting Nina from the 
municipality and Hilde from the high 
school
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Considering Skjervheim`s philosophy of science  
We began the work with our master thesis 
in Morocco. We wanted time to get to know 
each other better and discuss how things 
should be done. The idea of a common 
platform gained relevance during our stay. 
We acknowledged that each of us probably 
had a platform, which was the basis for our 
stand when confronted with making deci-
sions. As we were to make joint decisions in 
the time to come, we decided that making 
our separate platforms visible and trying to 
create a common platform would be a good 
project to initiate. Any attempt to decom-
pose the platform did not make sense, it 
turned out to be infinitely complex. In our 
conversations we touched upon a range of 
subjects, like - ethics, politics, music, reli-
gion, literature, art, philosophy, psychology 
and architecture. Apart from comparing and 
altering these points of view we were also 
travellers, confronted with practical choices 
and meeting people. This brought our indi-
ADjUSTING THE PATH
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vidual platforms to the fore.
In time we created a model for ourselves 
that we came to believe in during our work 
in Odda. We believed that the incarnation 
of concepts in ourselves was possible, and 
hence we spent time discussing concepts, 
trying to srrive at a mutual understanding of 
these. We also believed that the incarnated 
concepts created the basis for what might 
be called our intuition. The intuition was at 
work when we had to make decisions before 
we had time to reflect over them. It might 
also have been at work when we felt that 
one choice was more “right” than another 
without being able to clarify why. 
Let us call this our own attempt to bridge 
the gap between theory and practise. After 
formulating this model we gained interest for 
looking at other models or definitions of the 
same topic.  
This is a summary of Skjervheim`s distinc-
tions between theory and practise, written 
by friend and co-philosopher Jon Hellesnes 
(1999) in Skjervheim`s obituary:   
On the basis of theoretical sciences we 
can develop techniques to achieve rational 
goals or instrumental action. In this way, we 
can intervene in processes and direct them 
as we want. From physics we can develop 
engineering, from biology - gene technology. 
The theoretical sciences make us capable 
of anticipating and controlling events in our 
surroundings. The type of action that is 
developed this way has been labelled many 
things, but goal rational, pragmatic or instru-
mental is the most common. We evaluate 
them by their ability to effectively reach our 
goals. 
Practical actions on the other hand do not 
have any theoretical science as their basis; 
neither can they have such. They are evalu-
ated in a different way than the instrumental 
actions. Their basis of evaluation is moral 
standards and consideration for symmetry in 
the interpersonal field. In philosophy, already 
with Aristotle, the practical problems have 
been understood as the problems of interac-
tion and contradiction between people and 
how they manage to solve them. 
By principle it is impossible to solve prac-
tical-moral problems through instrumental 
actions derived from theoretical sciences, be 
it psychology, sociology or any other theory 
of systems. (…) The big mistake in our con-
temporary culture is exactly to overlook the 
distinction between practical and theoreti-
cal problems. One is led to believe that it is 
possible to develop theoretical sciences that 
cover the practical field and hence make it 
possible to derive some sort of technical or 
instrumental solution. One is led to believe 
that there is an instrumental solution to the 
problems of cooperation and communica-
tion. This is the so-called instrumentalist 
mistake. 
Following this, his main argument is; you 
cannot treat people only as means, but 
rather, they are goals in themselves. Basical-
ly this means respect for the fact that we are 
different people with different views upon the 
world. There should be symmetry between 
people, as Skjervheim claims. 
How do these distictions apply to our proc-
ess in Odda? We were students of archi-
tecture who had gained a relationship to 
the society in question. As outsiders to this 
society we saw that there were certain ob-
stacles to development, or rather a destruc-
tive conflict prominent in the social sphere 
ADjUSTING THE PATH
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of Odda. Without a pre-existing goal we 
entered their society with a clear motivation 
to be participants. We imagined there would 
be an immanent potential for action in Odda, 
meaning existing ideas that we could tap 
into. Returning to Skjervheim we ask; how 
do the two types of action described by him, 
relate to the action of urban planning? 
We believe that there are practical problems 
as well as theoretical problems involved in 
the process of planning. It would be faulty to 
believe that one could solve issues of plan-
ning only by deriving instrumental solutions 
from theoretical sciences. This might be the 
ADjUSTING THE PATH
case in some examples of conventional top-
down planning, but not in our case. Looking 
back at our experiences in Odda; we felt 
there was a rapid oscillation between practi-
cal and theoretical problems, and hence ac-
tions. At the practical level we tried to agree 
with people on what the legitimate goals for 
planning might be, and on the theoretical 
level we operated instrumentally to reach 
those commonly stated goals. We gained 
insight to the questions of legitimate goals 
from the Norwegian peace researcher Johan 
Galtung, and this will be further elaborated in 
another essay.
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Meeting people at Coop
Random meetings and a stand at Coop
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Opposite: Martin working at the office
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Opposite: Styrkaar and Ovn 3
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A scientific method refers to a body of 
techniques for investigating phenomena, 
acquiring new knowledge, or correcting 
and integrating previous knowledge. To 
be termed scientific, a method of inquiry 
must be based on gathering empirical and 
measurable evidence subject to specific 
principles of reasoning. (Wikipedia 2011) 
As we have already stated, the scientific 
method was not our modus operandi. 
This does not mean that we have no drawn 
knowledge and inspiration from other peo-
ple’s experiences with cases comparable 
to ours. The closest we got to methodo-
logical input, came from Nabeel Hamdi and 
Reinhard Goethert. In their book on “action 
planning” they state: 
(…) action planning is problem driven 
and exploits opportunities which presents 
themselves before work starts and as work 
Methodological input and the use of skills
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proceeds. Dealing with problems which 
stakeholders will prioritise and building on 
opportunities such as existing organisational 
structures, employment potentials or avail-
able skills, ensures that programmes at the 
outset will be recognisable as needed and 
tangible. New goals are set on the basis of 
what is achievable, which will be discovered 
as work proceeds. (Hamdi and Goethert 
1997, 30)
During discussions with people and pres-
entations in Odda we sporadically referred 
to “action planning” as a term that could 
describe what we were doing. Although 
not methodically defining it as Hamdi and 
Goethert do in their book, we took inspira-
tion and used models from the book to 
understand what we were doing ourselves. 
A good example would be this: 
“Starting points” rather than “end states” 
become key. In this respect, experts act as 
catalysts, introducing the necessary meth-
ods and techniques, bringing ideas and ex-
perience from elsewhere, identifying further 
opportunities and possible courses of action, 
disseminating principles, helping to remove 
legal, legislative and other barriers which get 
in the way of getting things done, and often 
providing political legitimacy to local inhabit-
ants. (Ibid., 31) 
This understanding gave us the courage and 
strength to believe in ourselves. We could 
focus on a “starting point” even if we could 
not give good or relevant answers to what 
everyone was asking us for: the “end state” 
of Odda Smelting Plant. 
Faced with a fragile situation created by 
conflict, another concept was applied by us, 
namely the one called “the transcendental 
solution”. It is crafted by the Norwegian 
peace researcher Johan Galtung, who has 
gained international recognition for his work 
with conflicts. The concept is best explained 
by a figure, where the good solution to a 
conflict lies in the transcendental solution.
In the initial phase of our work with this 
master thesis we wrote a letter to Galtung, 
describing the conflict in Odda and our 
approach towards it as architects. As we 
suggested in the letter, it would have been 
a great honour for us if he was interested in 
conducting a workshop in cooperation with 
us, in Odda. Even though he currently lives 
abroad, we knew that his family originated 
from Jondal, not far from Odda, and that he 
had a cabin there. Getting the contact infor-
mation to a Norwegian group working with 
him (SABONA) from an acquaintance, we 
reached Galtung. We were happy to receive 
his response; he could catch a flight from 
Geneva to Oslo and stay for one night, to 
discuss the possibility of going through with 
it. The local municipality was involved and 
agreed to pay his expenses as well as joining 
Compromize, 
no one is satisfied
Transcendental solution
One party wins
The other party winsNo one wins
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the meeting with one representative.  
During the meeting it became clear that we 
would be better off without his involvement. 
On the basis of what was said about the 
conflict in Odda, he realized that the effort 
needed to gain a positive effect in Odda 
would be greater than what he could af-
ford. He was, after all, preoccupied with the 
conflict in Libya. However, we got a chance 
to speak thoroughly about his techniques for 
overcoming conflicts. 
He spoke about “the transcendental solu-
tion”, and how to achieve it. Firstly one 
needs to make visible all goals involved, from 
all parties. Then one needs to start the work 
on legitimizing goals. Goals that are illegiti-
mate should not be complied with. When 
you have an extensive list of legitimate goals 
you can start the creative process. A sug-
gestion, he said, that is based on legitimate 
goals from both parties and at the same 
time presents something new, might be a 
“transcendental solution”. An idea for such a 
solution can in turn be carefully proposed to 
the involved parties, making them able to act 
on this idea. 
But how is it possible to determine whether 
a goal is legitimate or not? In the second 
chronicle published in Hardanger Folke-
blad on the 29th of June, we describe the 
whole transcendental concept and encour-
age people to start thinking in those terms, 
assessing goals like this: “There comes a 
point when otherwise legitimate goals no 
longer are legitimate. This occurs when they 
give disproportionately bad consequences 
for others.” To give an example, a group of 
stakeholders expressed that they wanted 
to object the decision on final preserva-
tion. When they were asked why, trying to 
reveal the goal, the answer was that they 
had nothing to loose. (Hardanger Folkeblad, 
22.08.2011) We would say that this was an 
act that had disproportionally bad conse-
quences for others, resulting in yet another 
period with uncertain preconditions and 
waiting, while the reasons given for objec-
tion would most likely not lead to anything. 
However, discussing the legitimacy of goals, 
it was easy to put oneself in the position of 
a judge looking downwards. It was impor-
tant that these discussions were taken in 
the state of participation, as defined by 
Skjervheim. 
Defining the content of the working bee and 
its exact location was a process of gather-
ing legitimate goals. After suggesting some 
ideas in the first chronicle, published on the 
18th of May, we spent time gathering other 
ideas that our initiative might have triggered. 
It seemed to us, after meeting informal rep-
resentatives from both sides in the conflict, 
that a goal could be aimed for: Opening the 
site towards the river and making it possible 
to access the already established path that 
ran along it. As well as making a place for 
youth to hang out and do physical activities. 
We often speak of how by studying one 
gains knowledge. In this context, we instead 
wish to propose the use of the word skills. 
Knowledge can often be linked to some no-
tion of knowing the truth, thus implying that 
one clearly sees both the final goal and the 
way to it. We did not feel it like this in Odda. 
Instead skills were used when wanting to 
reach a goal agreed upon.
We used our skills to identify and create 
awareness of the actual possibilities we saw 
inherent in the situation in Odda. An example 
of this can be how we identified the site for 
the bee to happen on, another can be how 
we showed that it was possible for all stu-
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dents to participate in building by designing 
the project in mainly pre-cut modules. These 
are the kind of skills we have picked up dur-
ing our studies in the field of architecture. 
Johan Galtung, Ingvild Ystanes from the municipality and us.
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Page 64-65: From the working bee 
16th of June 2001, photo: Elise Marie 
Vetrheim
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Cadastral map showing our site and 
what is owned by Odda municipoality
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Plan 1:100
Beam distribution 1:100
Elevation 1:100
Section A-A 1:100
A A
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Basketball court
Siteplan	1:500
Volleyball field Resting place
Convex landscape
Poplar tree
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Plan
Oppriss
Siteplan	1:500 THE wORKING BEE
Elevation
Plan
Axionometric 
section
76 THE wORKING BEE
Top: View from site towards south
Bottom: View from site towards west
Opposite: Illustartions used in meet-
ings with the municipality
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View from south-east
View from south-west
THE wORKING BEE
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Den Store Smelteverksdugnaden 16. Juni 2011
Dugnadskomite
Pelle Gangeskar 97558408 pelle.gangeskar@odda.kommune.no
Liv Eiril Evensen 97558410 liv.e.evensen@odda.kommune.no
Tor Henrik Mannsåker 53654402 tor.h.mannsaaker@odda.kommune.no
Styrkaar Hustveit 99165202 styrkaar@stud.ntnu.no
Martin Vodde 98044582 vodde@stud.ntnu.no
Hilde Gjester Hoel 93214196 hilhoe@hfk.no
Leif Arne Løvareide leilov@hfk.no
Rolf Bøen rolf.boen@odda.kommune.no
 Kjøreplan for Den Store Smelteverksdugnaden
Pr. 08.06.11/MV_SH
Oppgave dato Tid Utført Ansvar
Økonomi og bestillinger
Lage mengdeberegning og budsjett Frist: 8,juni Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Utarbeide oversikt over tilgjengelig verktøy Fortløpende Martin og Styrkaar
Skaffe manglende verktøy Fortløpende 16.juni Alle!
Bestille Container Uke 23 Tor H.
Skaffe Gravemaskin/ gjøre avtale Uke 23 Ok Tor H.
Bestille Ildfast stein og mørtel Onsdag 15.juni på lager hos Motèr Martin og Styrkaar
Bestille Festemiddel, skruer, spiker, beslag, betonganker Uke 23 Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Bestille materialer -Tre Uke 23 Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Bestille jord Uke 23 Pelle / Tor H.
Bestille grus Uke 23 Pelle/Einar Riise
Bestille sand Uke 23 Tor H. /Einar Riise
Bestille volleyballnett og merking av bane Uke 23 Ok Egil Dvergsdal
Bestille basketballstativ Uke 23 Ok Egil Dvergsdal
Etterarbeid oppgjør økonomi Uke 25 Pelle / Liv Eiril /Tor H./ Martin og Styrkaar
Skaffe Hansker og ørepropper til 130 elever Uke 23 Pelle?
Forarbeid organisering
Påmelding i arbeidsgrupper 14.juni Hilde m lærere
Tomtebefaring og avklaringsmøte med arbeidsledere 14.juni 14-15 Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Lagring av verktøy som er klart til bruk på dugndsdagen Fortløpende Martin og Styrkaar
Utarbeide oversikt - ARBEIDSLEDERE Fortløpende Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Skaffe tilstrekkelig med arbeidsledere Frist: 10.juni Ok Alle!
Beskrive arbeidsgrupper og tiltak Frist: 8. Juni Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Lage overordna situasjonsplan Frist: 8. Juni Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Tegne ut rasteplassen Frist: 10. Juni Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Kontakte Ove Turtveit for åpning av reservelager i tilfelle regn 10.juni Pelle?
Bestille mat og drikke, organisere baking 14.juni Hilde/Rannveig/marianne
Skaffe griller minimum 3 tønnegrill (?) 14.juni Pelle/Hilde/Rannveig/Marianne
Invitere formannskap til å besøke dugnaden ila dagen snarest Ok Liv Eirill
Planlegge/gjennomføre og ha jury til navnekonkurranse 16.juni Pelle
Praktisk / Rigging før dugnad
Stikke ut og markere tomt 10.juni Martin og Styrkaar
Instruere gravemaskinfører på stedet Fortløpende Martin og Styrkaar
Gravearbeid, avskraping terreng på flate 08.juni Ok Samson
Grovarbeid, gravemaskin på sti 13. / 14. juni xx. Hansen
Merke trær som skal stå igjen 13. / 14. juni Martin og Styrkaar
Kjøre til jord Frist: 15.juni Einar Rise
Kjøre til grus Frist: 15.juni Einar Rise
Utplassering av container Frist: 15.juni Einar Rise
Utplassering av fliskutter Frist: 15.juni Per Olav Utne
Utplassering av trematerialer Frist: 15.juni Ok Etter avtale
Markere opp avfallstasjon Frist: 15.juni Martin og Styrkaar
Drenere betongfundament med borr Frist: 15.juni Ok Martin og Styrkaar
Utplassering av strømaggeregat og nødvendige kabler Frist: 15.juni Tor H. 
Aggeregat med 3fase fra NVIM 16.juni Terje Kolbotn
Innkjøp av volley og basketballer 14.juni Pelle
Fundamentering/graving for stolper til volley/basket 14.juni Egil
Gjennomføring formidlingsdag OVGS Hovedansvar: Hilde
Forelesning formidling "Action Planning" som strategi 15.juni 12.15 - xx Martin og Styrkaar / Hilde
Forelesning byutvikling i Odda 15.juni 12.15 - xx Pelle/Rolf/Arild (?)
Debatt 15.juni 12.15 - xx Hilde
Gjennomføring dugnadsdag
Oppstilling i grupper på den nye parkeringsplassen foran Ovn 3 16.juni 08.30 Pelle / dugnadsgeneral
Oppstart arbeid på postene 16.juni 09.00-11.00 Arbeidsledere
Lunsj 16.juni 11.00-11.30 Hilde/Marianne/Rannveig
Oppstart arbeid etter lunsj 16.juni 11.30-14.00 Arbeidsledere
Bortkjøring av søppel 16.juni hele dagen Tor H.
Avslutningsseremoni og grillfest 16.juni 14.00-15.00 Alle
Evt. ferdigstilling av snekkerarbeid / volleyball / basket 16. / 17.juni kveld Frivillige
Presse
Kontakte NRK Hordaland, Hardanger Folkeblad, Radio Folgefonn Uke 23 Pelle
Dugnadsgeneral
Leder Opp Odda
Teknisk Etat
Arkitektstudent
Arkitektstudent
Koordinator Odda Videregåande Skule
Lærer Odda Videregåande Skule
Forurensing og miljø (OK)
Kommentar
Tilbud meldes inn til M & S
Slegge, Valse
Avklare med Jan Rune hva han vil bruke..
 
Ta avgjørelse Onsdag 08.30 med Pelle
Det ligger noe på tomta, er det nok?
                          Bestillingsnr: 51216
Skjer Onsdag på skolen ifm med forelesninger
Oppmøte utenfor Smelt cafe, alle arbeidsledere må stille
siste avklaring fredag 10.juni Odda produkter
3 snekkere og 1 murer!
Skisse grill till Jan Rune fredag morgen 
Sponsing? Spar?
Hilde har kontroll, vaktmester kjører ned fra OVGS
Lansere konkurransen på grillfest? 
Tor H. Lager avtale
Finn egnet merking
Martin og Styrkaar tar imot
Martin og Styrkaar tar imot
Martin og Styrkaar tar imot
Martin og Styrkaar tar imot
Martin og Styrkaar tar imot
Slagdrill og borr fra Tarjei Vangen
Bæres bort fra teknisk etat 2 mann
Blir levert på morgenen dugnadsdagen
Martin og Styrkaar kan instruere gravemaskinfører etter avtale 
Det ble en flott dag med knirkefritt opplegg! 
Hvilket lokal skal benyttes? Skaffe prosjektor og mac overgang
Hilde inviterer
Velkommen v/Pelle,  Dele ut beskrivelse og verktøy
Bakst? Kaffe og vann, på stasjon låne bobil/komme rundt til lagene?
Innlevering og sjekk av verktøy! Grilling og underholdning + politikere?
Merk: Vi holder igjen og inviterer på dagen
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Let us start this section by introducing a 
source of inspiration for the work with our 
master thesis, the controversial French phi-
losopher Gilles Deleuze (1925-95),
Gilles Deleuze will be remembered as a 
philosopher, that is, as a creator of con-
cepts. (...) he will also be remembered as 
a “stutterer”, as someone who stutters as 
he speaks and writes, in his effort to make 
speech and, even more important, lan-
guage, begin to stutter. Finally, he will be 
remembered as the thinker of “the outside”.  
(Boundas 1993, p.1)
The important point here is that he was a 
creator of concepts, and not one who can 
present the final insight into the world. So, 
what is inspiration anyway? Could it be 
something that positively affects you to do 
something else? In the case of being an 
architect, some experience that makes you 
Inspiration and Gilles Deleuze
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want to go to work with architecture, to cre-
ate? We have a notion that the act of crea-
tion is linked to desire. Deleuze co-authored 
four books with Felix Guattari, who was a 
psychoanalyst, social theorist and radical 
activist. Their first cooperation resulted in the 
work “Anti-Oedipus” (1972), which is a tour 
through some of the most prominent con-
cepts of modern thought. In the book, they 
make a huge amount of links between philo-
sophical concepts and concepts produced 
by artists of all different genres. Their main 
arguments in the book run along the lines of 
psychoanalysis and the concept of desire, 
shifting the perspective on both:
The traditional understanding of desire 
assumes an exclusive distinction between 
“production” and “acquisition.” This line 
of thought—which has dominated West-
ern philosophy throughout its history and 
stretches from Plato to Freud and Lacan—
understands desire through the concept 
of acquisition, insofar as desire seeks 
to acquire something that it lacks. This 
dominant conception, Deleuze and Guattari 
argue, is a form of philosophical idealism; 
the importance that it gives to the notion 
of “lack,” Foucault explains, places desire 
under the category of the Negative. Alter-
native conceptions, which treat desire as 
a positive, productive force, have received 
far less attention; the ideas of the small 
number of philosophers who have developed 
them, however, are of crucial importance to 
Deleuze and Guattari’s project: principally 
Nietzsche’s will to power and Spinoza’s 
conatus. (Wikipedia 2011)  
As the contributors to this Wikipedia entry 
concludes, Deleuze and Guattari see desire 
as a positive and productive force. In “Anti–
Oedipus”, they even go so far as to describe 
a “desiring-machine”, which as such, is a 
basic structure in their (machinist) universe.     
We think that Lawrence and Miller have 
a more accurate evaluation of sexuality 
than Freud, even from the viewpoint of the 
famous scientificity. It is not the neurotic 
stretched out on the couch who speaks to 
us of love, of its force and its despair, but 
the mute stroll of the schizo, Lenz’s outing 
in the mountains and under the stars (…). 
(Deleuze and Guattari 1983, 321)
As they state here, Lenz is a good exam-
ple of the “schizo”, and hence a more true 
expression of desire as a productive force, 
than the “neurotic stretched out on the 
couch”.  This might also illustrate our point, 
that artist’s concepts are an integral part of 
their philosophical universe. Lenz is a refer-
ence to Jakob Lenz (1751-92), a writer and 
poet from Latvia, whom was associated with 
Goethe and the Sturm und Drang group. But 
their reference is not to the work of Lenz, 
but rather to the work of Georg Buchner 
(1813-37), who reinvented Jakob Lenz as a 
literary figure. 
In Jakob Lenz’s real life, he dealt with mental 
problems and exiled himself from the aris-
tocratic circle he had become part of. He 
decided to walk from Germany to Moscow 
where he wanted to settle. During this walk 
he made a short stop in the Vosges moun-
tains in Waldesbach, where a priest named 
Johan Friedrich Oberlin made entries in his 
diary about the strange behaviour of the 
traveller Lenz. On the first night, for example, 
Lenz disturbed the neighbours in the middle 
of the night by climbing into the fountain 
and splashing about in it like a duck (Oberlin 
1778, 85, cited in Ballantyne 2007, 61). In 
turn Georg Buchner uses the diary of Oberlin 
to imagine how things may have looked 
from inside Lenz’s head and writes the short 
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story “Lenz” (1835). As Deleuze and Guattari 
state:
A schizophrenic out for a walk is a better 
model than the neurotic lying on the ana-
lyst’s couch. A breath of fresh air, a relation-
ship with the outside world. Lenz’s stroll, for 
example, as reconstructed by Buchner. This 
walk outdoors is different from the moments 
when Lenz finds himself closeted with his 
pastor, who forces him to situate himself 
socially, in relationship to the God of estab-
lished religion, in relationship to his father, 
his mother. While taking a stroll outdoor, 
on the other hand, he is in the mountains, 
amid falling snowflakes, with other gods 
or without any god at all, without a family, 
without a father or a mother, with nature. 
“What does my father want? Can he offer 
me more than that? Impossible. Leave me 
in peace” Everything is a machine. Celestial 
machines, the stars and the rainbow in the 
sky, alpine machines – all of them connected 
to those of his body. The continual whirr of 
machines. “He thought that it must be a feel-
ing of endless bliss to be in contact with the 
profound life of every form, to have a soul 
for rocks, metals, water, and plants, to take 
into himself, as in a dream, every element 
of nature, like flowers that breathe with the 
waxing and waning of the moon.” To be a 
chlorophyll- or a photosynthesis-machine, or 
at least slip his body into such machines as 
one part among others. Lenz has projected 
himself back to a time before the man-nature 
dichotomy, before all the co-ordinates based 
on this fundamental dichotomy have been 
laid down. He does not live nature as nature, 
but as a process of production. There is 
no such thing as either man or nature now, 
only a process that produces the one within 
the other and couples machines together. 
Producing-machines, desiring-machines 
everywhere, schizophrenic machines, all of 
species life: the self and the non-self, out-
side and inside, no longer have any meaning 
whatsoever. (Deleuze and Guattari 1983, 2)  
It is no big secret that many creatives alike 
have made use of their desires in order to 
keep production going. As an architect we 
believe that you have your own responsibility 
to keep a level of inspiration up, and hence 
a desire to create and do your work. Let us 
give another introduction to Deleuze`s world, 
which might put the rest of this essay into 
context:
Deleuze`s thought cannot be contained 
within the problematics of the now fashion-
able textual allegory. The main thrust of his 
theoretical intervention is in the articulation 
of a theory of transformation and change 
or, as he likes to say, of a theory of pure 
becoming which, together with a language 
adequate to it, would be sufficiently strong 
to resist all identitarian pressures. It is this 
relentless effort to articulate a theory of 
transformation and change, that motivates 
Deleuze to replace Being with difference, 
and linear time with a difference-making 
repetition. (Boundas 1993, 1)
The first sentence about the textual al-
legory is pointing to the fact that Deleuze 
and Guattari do not believe in the notions 
that language structure all of human culture 
as proclaimed by the structuralists. Rather, 
they perform a critique of what they see as a 
rigid system, and are on this account taken 
to be “post-structuralists”, although refus-
ing such a label themselves. Instead they 
are concerned with articulating a theory of 
transformation and change. And even more 
interesting, the proposition presented in the 
following sentences; replacing Being with 
difference, and linear time with difference-
making repetition. It seems both challeng-
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ing and stimulating; but is it possible at all 
to think like Deleuze? Or might the relevant 
questions rather be, like Massumi proposes 
in the introduction to “A Thousand Plateaus” 
(Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 15): what new 
thoughts does it make it possible to think? 
What new emotions does it make it possible 
to feel? What new sensations and percep-
tions does it open in the body?
One thing is certain; during the work with 
this master thesis we did not make an 
overall sense of Deleuze`s philosophy. But 
on the other hand, we sure had fun be-
ing engaged with it. Some of the concepts 
and the numerous possibilities of ways to 
understand them, were especially part of our 
discussions. We found yet another proposi-
tion from Massumi `s introduction helpful: 
You can take a concept that is particularly 
to your liking and jump with it to its next 
appearance. They tend to cycle back. Some 
might call that repetitious. Deleuze and 
Guattari call it a refrain. (Deleuze and Guat-
tari 1987, 15)    
Refrains may be loosely defined as the rhyth-
mic pattern through which organisms and 
their surroundings co-produce and maintain 
diverse ecological systems. (Holland et al. 
2009, 12) 
If we look upon concepts in this way, we im-
agine them as something that has a capacity 
to adapt, not fixing them once and for all. 
Rather they appear as a specific species, 
with certain attributes, resilient to different 
environments accordingly. Trying to get a 
notion of the concept “becoming” was a 
main task we set out for. Let us go through a 
few of its appearances and see what it might 
have done to us: 
We might be tempted to think of becoming 
in terms of where or who we are when we 
started and where or who we are when we 
end up. But becoming is not about origins, 
progressions and ends; rather, it is about 
lines and intensities, “modes of expan-
sion, propagation, occupation, contagation, 
peopling” (ATP: 239). To put this another 
way, Deleuze and Guattari have described 
the movement of becoming as “rhizomatic”, 
a term that refers to underground root 
growth, the rampant, dense propagation of 
roots that characterizes such plants as mint 
or crabgrass.
(…) For example, the rhizomatic roots of 
mint plants may break through a seemingly 
impenetrable concrete retaining wall, one 
molecule at a time; the detachment of each 
concrete particle by the collocation of a plant 
particle has its own singularity. The molar 
configurations of plant and wall are multi-
plicities that the molecular lines of becoming 
may move through and beyond, recompos-
ing each into a plant-wall. (Stivale 2005, 100)
As this presented quite a vivid image of how 
one might think in terms of “becoming”, we 
were tempted to act on the notion we had 
got. Almost like drinking a serum, we started 
to speak in a different terminology. But to be 
able to go deeper, we had to consider more 
aspects:
(…) it is the immanence of becoming that 
is the most critical aspect of becomings. 
Deleuze`s philosophy is often called a phi-
losophy of immanence because it is con-
cerned with what a life can do, what a body 
can do when we think in terms of becom-
ings, multiplicities, lines and intensities rather 
than essential forms, predetermined sub-
jects, structured functions or transcendental 
values.
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And finally the warning, not to take upon it 
with too much ease, because becomings as 
such are meant in a very profound way: 
(…) becoming is non-representational: Be-
coming is certainly not imitating, or identify-
ing with something; neither is it regressing-
progressing; neither is it corresponding, … 
nor producing … Becoming is a verb with a 
consistency all its own; it does not reduce 
to, or lead back to, “appearing”, “being”, 
“equalling” or “producing (ATP: 239) 
[Because] (…) becoming moves beyond our 
need to know (the truth, what is real, what 
makes us human); beyond our determina-
tion to control (life, nature, the universe); and 
beyond our desire to consume or possess 
(pleasure, beauty, goodness, innocence). 
So becoming offers a radical conception of 
what a life does. (Stivale 2005, 99-102)
Reflecting over our process in Odda, we 
have entitled our thesis “Becoming Odda 
Smelteverk”. The only reason we can give 
for this is the mere fact that we were stimu-
lated talking in terms of becoming Odda 
Smelting Plant. We saw that the emergent 
consequences of our actions in Odda were 
collocating with the physical structure of the 
Smelting Plant, detaching some parts of it 
and replacing it with others. Not to produce 
an end state of the Plant, but rather to con-
tribute to its becoming, hopefully to allow for 
more intense multiplication, as others might 
let their bodies slip into the machine it is.  
Or we could make the argument differently; 
and say that our encounter with the concept 
of becoming was a “becoming–unhinged”. A 
disruption from our normal mode of thought, 
de-conceptualising us and by having pro-
duced this effect; forcing us to reconceptual-
ise in a manner that really made sense to us. 
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We live today in the age of partial objects, 
bricks that have been shattered to bits, and 
leftovers. We no longer believe in the myth of 
the existence of fragments that, like pieces 
of an antique statue, are merely waiting for 
the last one to be turned up, so that they 
may all be glued back together to create a 
unity that is precisely the same as the origi-
nal unity. We no longer believe in a primordial 
totality that once existed, or in a final totality 
that awaits us at some future date. We no 
longer believe in the dull grey outlines of a 
dreary colorless dialectic of evolution, aimed 
at forming a harmonious whole out of het-
erogeneous bits by rounding off their rough 
edges. (Deleuze and Guattari 1983, 46)
It took close to five years for the municipal-
ity to come up with a development plan 
for  the factory site after the bankruptcy. 
This has been seen as an indication on the 
legal framework for planning and the local 
Growth, development and prosperity: the image of the perfect.
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planning apparatus in Odda not being up 
for the challenge. The fact that their capac-
ity was not being expanded following the 
bankruptcy has been used as an indication 
that the case was not dealt with profession-
ally. However, we wish to propose that the 
real issue in Odda, and other places, is not 
so much how the local planning authority is 
organized, but sooner a question of how one 
apprehends reality. Stating this, the interest-
ing question is not how one dealt with the 
challenge of Odda Smelteverk, but rather 
how one perceived it.
An interesting link is what one might call the 
“positivist heritage”. By positivist we mean 
the belief that one, by using scientific meth-
ods, is able to explain how and why physical 
and human events occur. This also means 
that, as long as one has sufficient empirical 
data, one is able to predict the consequenc-
es of actions. More to the point: Odda as 
a town came to be because of the factory, 
as a prerequisite for it. In that respect, the 
town was in itself an instrumentalist act: 
Based on the size of the factory, one could 
calculate how many workers there would be, 
from this again one would know how many 
houses there would have to be built, easily 
leading one to dimension the capacity of 
infrastructure and so on. In time such social 
planning would not only serve the fulfilment 
of economical goals but also operate with 
projections of educational, cultural and 
social needs. 
In Norway, the positivist view, with its inher-
ent techno-optimism, peaked in the 1950s. 
However, we believe there are still remains of 
this way of thinking in planning culture and 
the case of Odda shows how it does not 
cope well with unpredictability. 
With the closure of the factory a very 
fundamental part of Odda, this be economi-
cally, socially and culturally, had been pulled 
away. The thought of this being restored 
was an appealing one; what everyone could 
agree on was to again bring about growth. 
However, no investor, foreign or Norwegian, 
stood ready to bring the 160 decares back 
to life. Instead one had what appeared to be 
a group of local investors with little money 
hoping for quick profit and bureaucrats deal-
ing only in criteria of cultural heritage value. 
None of these were easily looked upon as 
able to fill the void after the factory. At the 
end the municipality administration got stuck 
with the issue of straightening the path for 
investors to once again bring about growth 
to the place.
What we are trying to say is how visions of 
pre-set goals often leads to the making of 
plans decoupled from what the real factors 
are. As a rhetorical point we might say that 
by having only ideas of what is perfect one 
looses the possibility to make something 
good out of here and now. We could see this 
happening in Odda: glossy projects illustra-
tions were being made to convince whoever 
needed convincing that Odda Smelteverk 
could be so and so lively, pretty, lucrative 
and so on. But the actual situation was an 
enormous, shut down factory no one willing 
to bet money on. The distance between 
these two would only lead only to fatigue. 
As Edward Banfield, cited by in Action Plan-
ning for Cities (Hamdi 1997, 17), says:
When solutions are offered without speci-
fication of the means by which they are 
to be reached, it must be presumed that 
the means – if any exist – have yet to be 
discovered and that the ´solution´ is therefore 
infeasible.
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Apart for the problem of pre-setting goals 
with little regard for the road towards them, 
there is another interesting critique to be 
held against overly instrumentalist planning 
acts: It sets as a prerequisite the ability to 
foresee. Regarding many things this might 
very well be possible. For instance is it easy 
to say the capacity of water pipes neces-
sary to build when one knows the amount of 
houses to be served, this is a pure math-
ematical function. But foreseeing is difficult 
when it comes to human actions and rela-
tions. Not to mention what happens if things 
do not run as planned. The issue became 
very clear in Odda where the preconditions 
for the factory site were explicitly unsettled 
for many years. So where does this leave 
us standing? A quotation from Deleuze and 
Guattari might put us on the track of some-
thing:
We believe only in totalities that are peripher-
al. And if we discover such a totality along-
side various separate parts, it is a whole of 
these particular parts but does not totalize 
them; it is a unity of all these particular parts 
but does not unify them; rather it is added to 
them as a new part fabricated separately.”
(Deleuze and Guattari 1983, 46)
Deleuze and Guattari, as we understand 
them, redefine totality into an interplay that 
can emerge between partial objects. And it 
is only through this interplay that it makes 
sense calling them a whole. 
In other words: where the positivist planners 
put one project next to another in order to 
reach the goal which is not more than the 
mere addition of the parts, the input from 
Deleuze and Guattari suggests that some-
thing more can come into existence between 
the projects. They are not made to fulfill an 
idea of a former oneness just as little as they 
are made to make a new one. Instead, we 
presume only what we know; the projects 
will exist next to each other, and they can 
have an effect on each other. This calls for a 
different way of planning, a way where learn-
ing how the different projects effect each 
other becomes key. This learning can in turn 
be used to inform us when making the next 
project.
Does this make it possible to see Odda in 
a new way? First of all it points towards the 
fact that the factory never was a complete, 
finished thing; it was constantly changing 
as new buildings came to be and old ones 
were torn down. However, the factory was 
perceived as a whole, we know exactly what 
we speak of when we say Odda Smelteverk. 
This whole came of the way the different 
parts of the factory (this be buildings, units, 
production lines) worked together. 
Having this view suggests that there is little 
reason to wait until an all embraced total-
ity for the smelting plant has been planned 
before starting to use it; this totality will 
anyways only emerge on the way between 
the different projects as they emerge. To 
simplify: All we know is that the step we are 
taking will affect how we take the next one. 
Then, creating awareness of this interaction 
becomes maybe the most important role for 
the planner.
Totalizing whole Interplay
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Reference projects made by students, 
badstue Rindal NTNU, hornet 
Trondheim NTNU, badstue Rosendal 
Sami Rintala and BAS/KhiB, shelter 
by Ingrid and Christoffer with NTNU 
and AHO
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